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“It’s one tiny bit of my past, a blip, 
but I’m going to have to go over it all 

again every time I apply for a job.”
- Hannah, Working Chance client
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“When I started applying for jobs, I 
was overwhelmed with the shame 

of having to
admit what I had done.”

- Femi, Working Chance client



Reoffending costs us 
£18billion a year



Reoffending rates for men and women

• Men’s reoffending rate: 25.2%

• Women’s reoffending rate: 19.3%

• But for women with sentences under 12 months, the reoffending rate 

jumps to 73%
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A company could create 
£24,269 in social value by 

hiring just one person 
with a conviction
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Hiring people with 
convictions isn’t just 
about giving people a 

chance; it makes sense 
from a business point of 
view. But where to start?



Hiring With Conviction: an employers’ 
guide to recruiting and supporting people 
with convictions

The definitive guide to hiring 

ethically and confidently.



Hiring With Conviction | Working Chance, summer 2023

SECTION 1: Why to recruit people 

with convictions

SECTION 2: How to recruit people 

with convictions

SECTION 3: Dealing with disclosure 

of a criminal record

SECTION 4: Criminal records and 

the law

SECTION 5: Induction and support 

for new recruits



“No one knows about my 
conviction. You go in to work and 

you’re part of the team. Then it’s up 
to me whether I shine or not. And so 

far, I think I’ve hit the ground 
running and I’ve been doing

really well.”
- Jules, Working Chance client
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“I want a career for me so I can feel 
like I’ve achieved something and 
I’m winning, but I’m gonna win 
even more if I can help my son. 

That’s the goal for me as a mother, 
I don’t want him to struggle as 

much as I have. If I can make life 
easier for him, I will.”

- Selene, Working Chance client



“Working Chance really made me 
learn to not be embarrassed by my 

conviction and that I can move 
forward and that there is hope.”
- Dainya, Working Chance client



Thank you

www.workingchance.org



Thank you
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Definition
Dictionary
Definitions from Oxford Languages 

collaborathon

noun

1. The action of working with people across all sectors to solve challenges

“They worked in a massive collaborathon to come up with some big ideas”

Similar: 

2. Also, the action of radical collaboration

“as a result of their radical collaboration, they delivered the social value economy”

Similar:

hackathon big get together party of ideas imaginathon

cooperation alliance partnership participation
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Your Collaborators

Campbell McDonald
Chief Executive

Ownership at Work

Rachel Skinner CBE
Exec Director, Responsible 

Business & Govt Relations

WSP

Darren Knowd
Head of Procurement, Sales 

and Business Services

Durham County Council

Richard Moran
Growth Director

Compass Group UK&I



We have identified 7 Challenges

• Pick a challenge  - We want everyone to participate across traditional boundaries and borders

• How do we deliver the Social Value Economy, and what must the Taskforce do to make it a reality?

• Upload your ideas onto Slido.

• The best ideas are explored by our protagonists. 

• By the end of the session, we want to have agreed on a way forward and an action plan. 

What do we need from you?



Collaborathon Challenges 

Challenge 1

How do we harness 

Social Value to tackle ‘big 

challenges’ in a joined-up way?

Challenge 2

What happens to local 

communities when the 

contract ends? 

Challenge 3

How can Social Value do 

more to address urgent 

climate action?

Challenge 4

How can we recognise and 

promote the contribution of 

smaller organisations whilst 

creating more resilient and 

diverse supply chains? 

Challenge 5

How do we ‘raise the tide’ so 

that as many organisations as 

possible see the benefit of 

committing to Social Value? 

Challenge 6

How do we promote 

collaboration across 

sectors? 
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COLLABORATE!
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Feedback



Thank you
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Speakers

Guy Battle
CEO

Social Value Portal

Darren Knowd
Chair

National Social Value 

Taskforce

Campbell McDonald
CEO

Ownership at Work
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Thank you to…

Tom

Goode

Charlotte

Scarfe

• Jago Battle • Barney Close • Anna Randall

• Michelle Caicedo • Francesca Metallinos • Amy Worlock

• John Chihoro • Rachel Ng • Alison Woolcock

• Lora Parkes



See you tomorrow!
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